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Chapter 3

INFODPI/J, ALGORITHM AND FLOW CHARM

Changing a,Flat Tire

, Y3u have experienced many times the n ed to follow instruetions in

or ler t earry out 3-A1P poeocs suecossful ly. For example, putting togother
,

a m.) lel. airplano, following a roeipe, playing a new ame, omplying with the

- .10t down ty your parents, aro al! In., incos whore it

no2.orary lrow instruions In orler to oarry out a rJeosa.

In3t.1 n. A tint of instmetions flor carrying out, somo pro

L cal alg:)-rithm.

pr0000:;os -an t.o reprosented as algorithms in many lifferent

way Horo Is alg'Orithm for ohanging a flat tir.

A!g ritlxi for aanging a Flat Ti

Ja-k up the oar.

!Insorew the :ugo'.

3. homove the wheel..

Put on the spare.

I;erew on the lugs.

Jack the oar down.

Y. _17), may foo 'lint we. havo not put enough stops int 3iiet it lorithm. We

n it 0 )/Istioo-1 getting the equipment out of the trunk, placing the ,4ick,

romoving L lev,-caps, oosoning the lugs licfore jaokIng up tho -ar, etc.

Thoso are g do I oL,Ii-tions. ;Iti I I , our I st is good enough' Ar gott ing

moross the Ilea or an algorithm. When we get to the stage of writing

algorl'Imis for mat hematieal Processes we Will have to he much more precise.

A now chart is a diagram for picturing an algorithm. We will give
6

"ow- chart for our Plat tire algorithm and then explain it.



START

Jack up the car

Unscrew the lugs

emove the wheo

upare

' l'1ow .l..41rt for 7i

1.1W1 W ri. in

anti

We rt!so ol serve In our !low l'hart thaf. Inn tuoLlon onclupwl

In a fraine Jr box. A little later on we will nee that the shape of the.

frame tolls un what kin! of inntliction appean; Commantls to take

sonic action aro written in reotrinkplInr framor.

;



In Figure 1 all instructions are of this form, so they all have

rectangular frames.

To carry out the process shown in a flow chart we go to 'START, follow

the arrOw to the first "box" and carry out the instruction given there, then

follow the arrow to the next box, etc.

After irawing a flov chart we always look to see whether we can improve

it. In the C:at tire algorithm we forgot to check whether the spare.was flat.

"rivers sellom think at a. service station to check the air in the spare tire,

and sometimes it is fiat when it is-needed,

If the spare 18 flat then we certainly do not want tp go to a 1 the

tr)uble of changing the tire. Instead we .should call a garage. To make this

decision we introduce a new kind of frame into our flow chart. The frame is

oval in shape.

Inside this frame we find a statement on which we make a decis on.

T.e opare Lite is flat)

We haw Crirt 1.4s l.x, one fiteled T (true) and the,other labeled

F (t'a: . Ar thrt,king whether the statement is true cox' false, ve leave

the 1 J., at oxi t. and go on to the next box.

The spare tire is flat

an mil 1-.)x L 'a1 led a decision box. When wr put this flow

,hart rragmont 1nt oir Nat tire flow chart of Figure 1 we obtain the

fl'r../ chart Ftgurp

CI

1



0

The spare tire is flat

[Jack up the ear

1

Unacrew the lugs

Remove the wheel

Pat on the spare

11erew on the lugs

ja k the ear down

7
Cell a garage

Figure Seemi flow Fhart for ehanging a flat tire.

impxuvement we w3u i like to make on our flow

1P4 N!; at L'Acat ' In aur Iow harL.

Unserew the 1 go

A 0,,owy '111:1 ;tanis VTI. a numher of tasks, or rather the repeating of th'e

t;arne ak. linee this automobile wIleel has five lugs, one way or showing this

'Ave, °iv" framPS-,

p.

14
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Unscrew a lug

Unscrew a lug

Unscrew a lug

Unscrew a lug

Tns r.7r ew a lug

!' -nn ify thin !Ingram 1 y Intr.) iuting ti

Unnerew

tl tlfo wt en we ..!give, t'in I we at'o. ri Lt Ln-k tHJ repent t ho
,e-

r W ! !it we. ,,ave wny get t ing thr! )11

%-, , II rp -aught In an r.rity-It; 11,)11, :Wot onn o.tere tAtiu.

;1-olt4-41- La- VI v-0 htin an_ 1:1.4wn_ In _thet Jgur

!Innt'rew

uga liav Leen unoorowed

We got ,ur ohart, ohanging a Nat, tiro (Figure 4) Ly

rop'n-ing, Ix 1,.)xen an,1 9 anti making a atmilar replaooment l'cor

A /



0

Jack !zp le 'ft

H
ncorr.w,n 11w,

All th(' lugo have I een unnerowl

IT

14.117101/e 111p whoe

HI! WI 41;1

Fj,.rew n i 1%d

t11.1.,LP 14w, hew Lven D-rf.woq ,

ilgurr

t , 7
=',arage



Exercises 3-1

(Class biscussion)

Mark's father's favorite breakfast consisted of orange juice, toast,

milk) anl egg .(sunnyside up) basted in bUtter. On.Fathers'

:Jay, Mark deeitei he would surprise his father by cooking breakfast

f-ir him but iihrOt know how to fry the egg. Mark's older sister (who

was a computer programmer) constructed a flow chart showing Mark hoW

ry an F.Ty way their father liked it cooked.

T art., Mark's sister listed the basic proNuises needed to cook

An egg.

lia,e frying pan cn burner.

t heat 'un ler pan to me lium-q tow

Put bu! ter In pan.

Break egg-into frying pan.

Baste ogy willi.mcltel butter.

Cerve ogg f.,.) Pad.

(a) C ,110 '.'Irst °low ',hart for t'ryinr, an

PaV ')-

( 1 It ls Always piss ii' that tne family may be out of butter or

eggs. Change yiur fl'Jw chart to aecount for this possibility by

g (r)Ce Figure 1,

inserting a teqfli 41 hox in theIhar lolf,tor ani eggs.-

correct place -with the statement

(t) As there arc tw.) cx0,6-frOM-6 'decisión box, one labeled T. (true)

and r.ine. 144.104 F (false), the sister decided that if they were

out of butter -r ogiv; Mark's father would be served cold cereal.

Change your fl'iw ohntl tu take account of this,posaibilay.

(d) Before breaking an flr,g, into the frying pan the butter should be

meltel. Trillfrt, 4 lecisionbox with the statement, "the butter

has melted", lot I flip flow chart.

If I!. ls T (true) that the butter has melted, the next step

w 4111 1,e ttJ "break the egg into the frying pan". If the statement
1

Is F (false) then Mark must "wait minute I? . Using a Joon and
2

A rectangular bix, ehange your flow chart to account for this

pt)osihility.

A



h.-

(f) To determine 'whether. the egg is cooked or not, the white should

not be transparent. If it is transparent, then more basting is
-

neeled. Change your flow chart by putting in a decision box, and

1Dop, with the statement "the egg wlvite is transparent".

With this lani, rhangr, wr get our final flow rhart for frying an egg.

Alg') rithm, ?low Charts, and CompUters

FU'rlt, yiu nhoul 3 know that our otuly oI a1gorithiar-ani flow ol.artn

in:i-r! to I y ',impute rn . flini'ai ly ii _'icurw.or !ors aril Lmro

oan ,,an trailtip3y, it fivtir. Thr .-,,Tivitry tan por".,Trt thew.

Hipe-a. 1 ,ns very rap!. In fa,t the eomputer (!an mi: :Lino these

itrithneLi' ...prnOions in a sing3r srt'toni. 13y t:,m1r,Ining a vast numier (jr

ardll:nr! i.aI 'alulations nriputer Pan' ho3ve in 3ns than a mintitr

pro:.3i'n whl .3i might require wrrku bah! -omputat iJnh. in an hour it. ,.art

!fin A em neeiing years ^of Lan I 'imput ati inn .

Th.' mv er,r, groot ;:pe, 1 10 perforaing Fin arilhanol,' opera! I n wou.

Ar,o,r '! 4111 !.(14 .rd d1 am!

Klve ,11.ne ru . 111..e ! Imo rrqu 1 rr .+7,ivf*

s mi1":1orih Instru.,-.1onn w ,u1'1 make 11, impOrn11,40 f'r the

J71Pi* r 1.J VP. 1110 ' 271p14.1.n im' y m.4 grJri. 1Lan Lit Tho tWo rertita

'hit" FL hr 1nstrii-11inh are phi" ) )if ' )71PW Pr 41, th' l,çInn In 'sr. '14'1

pro, eta r. that 1.!.r tomputr r oan gpt tliesr 1nh nu- inh uning 1 he haTto

ein! hper w11.3."3. it unrn on itn nrithmeti" ,oprral Itnh.

..1 11 1, .1!' ',ii$ ' , '' .,mpute r in to prrform till : I Ion* of ,.,p0Ontiono, wi 1 Lb I a

!(q(. ri" ml ' ! Ions of Ins1rurl tont!? ;urrly thrur w'ai!,1 rryarr an rnormuun

amAunt, ,,' timr Y, 1 rparr. Thr answer In that ng rM/ al; ten or twnty aetual

inn! ill"' t,ns may ir uhrl t') toll tho H)mputer to makr mil liono ,r -n 1 oulatirglo.

The seyre' hrir lien in algorithmo involving reprtitl on. On a (small nen 10 we

have 11P" hill !len In Air f 310. tire algurithm in lhr prorrdIng nr-tion whrn

w In, r -hl-eA Ihe I,041 In the no./ ',hart. Wr pasori through thin loop sovrral

1. 1.11,.::. 1,,,r iro. lraving .1.1.1,o profurm another tank. The !ant mirtiona given a

,. mpg! r r nre in 'lie ro ,r vrt n1 rithino, involving Onwh 1, oping, so that n

rrunt or T lngt,Tli!" lonn own reoult in a largo numbr ,s,f. oporationa.
Nk,



The first,task in Pi,eparing a problem -for a computer is to construct an

algorithm fot the problem. Usually it is not possible to see in advance just

exactly what the computer will do at each step. We do know that if the '

instructions are followed the corre,ctanswer will be obtained. It may seem

difficult to understand how we can give instructiOns for solvdng ajproblem

but not know in' advance what steps wilrbe takbn. Thejollowing exercises

will illust,rate this.'

Exercises a-2a

(Class Eiscussion)

1. Suppose a hiker ds lost in the woods'without a map or a compass-. We

wih ea3sume for siMplioity that the man has found a rivtr or striltam.

We want to cons-0Tuct an algorithm that Will help the hiker find,hiS

way batk to civilization so that he dbes not wander around aimlessly

and never find a town. (We will assume that all riVer6 flow toward

the sea.)

'--(a) After the hiker has found a river what is the first command that-

yttio would give.hiM?

(b) If the hiker follows the river and comes to a town, then wh-at

9

command would you givelim in the algorithm?

' (c) What would you instruct thehiker to do if the river I:lows into

another river?

(d) What would you instruct the hikel to do.if the river flows into

a lake?t1

What would you instruZtthe hiker to go if ht comes to a river,

t t flows out of the lake?

you'instruct the hiker to do if the river flows into
,

.the sea?

(g) Sompare your answers with the following ilAw ipart.



START

1

Follow-the river downstream

(You come to

2/

3
another river

You come to

n body of iqater

ti

Follow the shoreline of the body of
water with the water on your left

5

(You come to)
6' town

a river

6 ,

)
The river flows out pf
the body of water

FigurQ 4 Lost (n the woods.

't

10

t.,

a



As you can see, even though we have no dde&what path the lost hiker

will actually trayel in following our flow -chart, we believe that this flow

chart will finally lead him back to civilization.

Of course,, there are many different algotithms that cOu41 be Construeted

which would also lead the hiker back to 'ciVililation. Notice that in two of-
,

our decision boxes the exits are labeled with words rather than T or F.

Also notice that the "body of water" referred to can be either the sea or a

lake.

Exercises 3-8b

1. Two parti:es of hunters (A, B,,C, D in one party, and X,,Y in. the

Other) on Gull Island became separated,durillthe,hurricane 'of 1964.

Their positions afterthe storm are showri 'On the map in Figure 5. Each

followed the flow chart of Figure 4 to:fina his way back to civilizaticm.

(a) For eachhunter,give the town he finally reached.

,(b) List the hunters n,the order-of the- diStance they traveled. .

(c) Which hunters fromdifferent,parties reached the same. town?

(d) Which hunters from the same party arrived attowns that are the..

farthest apart?

11

-



Figure 5. Gull Island

12



, 2. In 1768 Gull Island was a haven for pirates, and it is claimed by some

that buried treasure 'still exists someWhere on the4sland. An oid

pirates' log book was found recently which indicated that the treasure

was buried under an ,old oak tree at the headWaters of some stream on

Gull Island. It is known that there,a,re old oak trees at points

A, B, C, D, E, F, X, and Y whose positions are shown on the Map on,

'the preceding page. The Instructions given in the log book are shown

in the following flow chart, Figure'6. F.ind & point where the treasure

hunters should 'dig frr thp treasure.
.

°

Go to the mouth of
one of the rivers

Follow the river
upstream

,

Lake

.
Keep the lake
on your right

Eollow upstream
the firpt river
you4;ome to that
flWs into the '

lake

You come to
a

Fork in
the river

ollow the right
fork

Cyou come to

The headwaters of a
river, but there is
no oak tree

An old oak'tree at
the headwaters of a

iver

STOP

(you foun1t)

Figure

13
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As'signment and Vari bles

In computing work a variable is a letter u6ed to represent a number.'

You have seen examples_ o'f letters used iri thisiway In such prmulas as

A = L W,

where L and W stand 1.3r the length and width pr a 1;ectangle ant A

represents its area. As another example we have the Vormula

W T

n)r computing wages. ROM, h ntands ror the huurly rate of pay ur a wurker

in dollars, T rur the '1.1mc,worked in hours, and W Vor his wagen in dollars.

In 0umputing work, at any partioular time, a wi r1LI mwt repre;:en1

me detlihie number. ,Th Is number In oaliel the valu sr the variabH. Al;

at any payticiOr time ew,h variable has Just une va,lue, the

value may ,,lange T' tu Ple. Fe' evemple, we rilrh,. 'Aoh 1 U;i0 1j4"

rmu!a , W T, nnputo wag- .ra .w11 Jrvky Lay,

Alcr,r"re, pay ra,,,,;; ar y vick cur ,qcn.coni, .1)n wo wil!

1W.10 Hp a CI ohart 1* .fu ing hat

Irawing ti is rlow nqiart we will levLe a wh 1 'u wIH show

ivjw varla .1 aro 1.1.;!-I In ft.nplitinr.

Wo Imagtno. that oaoh.varialcio nor,,i in jar Lhe.r.

ass.firiato.1 winiw l On top' 1.9:.< f.n.gravol tho a;;,..olatod.

thQ 1 ux is a ii lip si papor with ho Iplo:;ont va ( il urront trio)

variaL.Irr wrIt'tt,n sn It . Ttlo vaciat,l'. 1%; a nano th.o nurnior that

appeacs Inside.

Figure y. memory

Each box has a lid which may be opened when we wish to assign a new

value to the.variable. Each box has a winiow in the side sy that we may

read the value or the variable without changing the value. These window

),',-)xon make up the memory of our computer.



We imagine that the computing operation is performed by a "master .

computer" and two assistants called the "assigner" and the "reader". (In a

real computer their tasks are performed by electrical circuits.) The master

.computer receives his instructions from a 'am:: chart and gives certain taska

,r
to the assistants-.

Suppose we wish to have a worker's wages computed using the formula

W T.

The instruction to compute the value of W will come to the master computer

in the following flow chart box.

W 4-.R T

Incile this 1,9x. We find an assignment statement. To read this statement aloud

we nay,

ign-te-----W---the --value of 11-. T."

,
The 'eft pointing arrow is called the assi nment operator. This

arrow is to be thought of as an order or a command., Reetangular flow chart

boxes will always contain assignment statements:' puch a rectangular box is

theyefore an assignment box.

'Next, we ;hall fiee what happens when the master computer receives such

an tnstrietion. We shall assume that R and, T (hut: not W) alreatly have

the qr!sirel values, say those shown in Figure 7. (How they obtained these

Tvaues will le discussed later on-)

The f:omputation callf:.d for in the assi,gnment statement .occurs on-the

rig -hani side Or the arrow, so the maste'r computpr looks there first.

lie sees that Ile must ktiow the valueo of R and T. So, he calls the reader

an I senln lfim out hring these values from the memory.



The reader goes to the memory and finds the window boxes labeled R

and T. -He reads the valuei of these variables through the windows,

writes the values down, and takes them back to the master computer.

The master computer computes the value of R. T using the values of

and T brought to him by the reader. He gets the value 74, for R AT.

Nov the master computer looks at-the left-hand side of the.a'rrow in

his instruction.

w ) R T

He seep that he must assign the computed value of R- T,. aamely '4, to

the variable W. .5O.he writes "510 on a slip-of paper, calls the'assigner,

and tells him to assign this vs;lue to the variable W.

16
r



The assigner goes to-th4lemo,ry, finds the window box labeled and

lumps out its eontents..

er: pqt

lattri

paper with the new value in the Lox, 0104es

%e master eomputer nil' a new cisk.

ow./ 4ht, asolP,nment ic destructive becautme It dentroysmthe former

valu '0. the-variable. BeaJing in nondestructive because this ptucrou in no

way ehanges the values of any of the variables in the memory,

1:h#.01( rAIT Pealing

in computing work what in a varialle?

Wha., will you always find inside an assignment hox?..

Tbe left pointing arrow in to be thought of.as an

I. Why do we say annignment is deptructive?

Why do we say. reading is nondestructive?

a



(a)

Exorcizes 3-3a

0 (01a80 Discussion)

The starting (or initial) values of B anl C 'are given in the

taD!e telow. 1,;i!l in the va!ues of these variables after carrying

tLe instruti)1/41 In the assignment box on the right.

starting values

f'ina! value:1

::!trrv, 1e3 in rir,

4 B

vab

rr ')Mp4rf, 410' vi
514tomeni5

A ,Ari

fir

.whqt,Afi we ftnii'

Are '1.1.r.'effeet:t 'er he !w:nIKTIMen

nn,1

tjo, ::fnile or liffe;ent? Why?

-

r

It%

IA,

IA



2. (a) The starting Values 61 A, B, and 0 are given in the tablew

_The two assignments on the right are to be performed in the

/dica-ted order. Fill in the values in the table.

A B C

starting, values 9 11 13

values after first
assignment

final:values

(b) Instructions the same as in par* (a).

A 4 B

1

A, B. C

starting values 11 13

valuer, after first

nnolgnment,

final values

B

A B

-() In vhnt, vny aro the trmtillPtionn In thr assignment boxes of parts

(a) nn4 (b) the same?

(I) In wbnt ),iny nre they 4Ifferent?

(e) Does the order in which two assignment statements are carried out

affert the final result?



Exercises 3-3b

Compute the values..of V, and A accordihg to the two assignments

on the right for each set of values of L, W, and H given in the table

beloW.

1.

3.

4.

t W ii
...

_

v

3 2

8 3.5 5

' 11 9 7
,

12 2.3 , 4.6

3-4. Input and Olutput

L W H

4-2.[(LW) 4-(41.11) (HL))

In the previous section the master computer wee inntructed to perform

the following assignment;

W 4-- ft T

The valuea of R and T at the time were 2 and 27. The task was performed

with the result that the memory lOoked like this: ,

The denired value of W is now ntored in the computer/s memory. Next we

vent the computer to produce the answer so we can see it.Iplis will require

an instrUction to the mapter computer to print out or output the answer. While

we are about it we may as well have the computer print the values of R and T

along with the value of W, In this way, in case we have to compute the wages

for aeveral workers we will know whiCh wages go with which values of ji and T.

20



'
Our inotructiop 12 the master computer/2 output the Value.fl 21 13,

T, anl W takes this form:

We seo tha we have a now nhape or f:ow chart box. Insi,le Ibe l'ox, separated

:y -mman, aro the variabloo whose va:uns we wish to know. This 1,,)X iG

-a'!oi a% _otpl FIX. When the master computer receives th'io inatruction

he 'nont; 'ho rotifer to iTing to him the valUes oT these variables. When.

'he ron ,e. rotarno with thne values the master computer types them out for

r.; 'J in "he name orler at they are listel in the output.tox.

The :Itape -h.son for uur output Lox suggests a page torn off a line

p-ihtor ne 'he most ,,ornmin eomputer iutput ievieos.

Figure Output from line printer

In Flgnro wp Ger, low the 'output 'lata for our problem might L)ok, ir printe4

ly a line printer.

l'UltIng our two flow ebart boxes together in the proper order we nov

haVe

wp ITA1,0 fhat fJv aetnal nutbers, the values nf the variables .12111n,g output,

to n,t appear in our flow chart.



Now we give our attention to how the variahles R and T get their

values. Remerriber that we are raaking a flow ehart for finding the wages of a

worker whose- hourly rilte of pay and hours worked' are given. The rate of pay

and hours .worked must e.ra.1.Ui an input from outside the machine. Just as

the atual output values of or.r yarial les do not appear in our flow !Mart.;

neither :19.'1.e input vallAe!-I-of o!ir variatle;;.
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he rea4; the first card in the stack. He then give:T.-the

values printedlobn this card to the assigner-to be assigned respectively to

R and T. The4card which was read is 'removed from the stack.

Before proceeding to the next part of flow,Charting:16t us review the

ideas studied thus far. We jaave discussed four kds of flow cb4Tt boxes;

-
The assignment box; This box is rectangulain shape and always con-

tains an arrow pointing left.

4

On the left-hand 'side Of this arrow 1.7.e always find a .single variable. 'On

the righthand side ofthe arrow we find an arithmetic expression. The

auignment box is a command tom.:

read from the Computer's memory (window boxes) th'e values Of

any variables occurring,to-the right oil' the arrow;

(2) using these values fOr the, variables, compute the,yalue of Jae
- ,

%expression on the right of...the arrow;

(3) assign this value to the variable on the left of the arrow (that

is, put this value in.the associated window box).

Is

Th6 decision box. This box is oval in shape and always has two

exits, one labeled T (true) and the otheT labeled ,F ,(false).

A- 0

F 4 A,

( The spare tire is flat

T

The decision box always contains a statement ihstead of an instruction.

ter checking whether the statement is true or false,40e leave the box at

th corresponding exit and go on to the next activity.

The output box. This box'is shaped like a sheet of paper torn Off a_

lite printer.
4.

L, M, F, D

j
23



InSide the box we find able or a list of variables separatea

by commas. No .comp ation takes,place in an output step. The output box

is a command to:

(1) read-the value of each listed variable froM its 'window box;

(2)1' Print out these values in the order listed.

The input box. This box is shaped like a punch card.

A, Q, B

°

Insi the box we find a single variable or a list of variable& separated

by co ; .
No computation takes place in an input step. The inpkit box.

' is a coom:nd to:

(2)

d, for eacb listed variable, a valge supplied from outside

the mpu er;

assi ese values in :Order to the variables in the list.

We note that assignmenCis called for in an input box,as well as in. '

an assignment box. The difference is that: in an assignment box, the.

assigned values are obtaine):i from caltulations done inside the computer using

values olAained from inside the ctmputer; but in an input box, no computation
.

/
is inVolved and the values come from outside the Computer.

\IR

21 n
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Exercises

(Class Discussion)

1. Glhich of the following are valid input boxes? If not valid, tell why.

(c)

(a)

,

2. Which of the f owing are valid output boxes? If not valid, tell why..

5

A,B,C

;

,(e)
(4 A,B,C,D,E,F

(f)

(g)

H x A

A (

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

Z X

,13

(f)

(g)

s-

B ( A + 1.

A + 2

P,R,I,N,T



. (a) What do yo.0 think would happen if we had an input box like this:

A, B, A

(b) Suppose that the punch card to be rea is:

What values would be in the memory after the card b s been read?

4. (a) .1.That do you suppose that the computer would print out far an

'output box like thiS:

.(b) Suppose that the computer:memory contains the values 19 and

11 for C and Y, respectively. What would the Computer print.

out?

5. Which of the following are 'valid assignment boxes? If not valid,

tell why.

A 4 B+CXD

1 A+C-)B

A 4 2

(e) 1 4-- A

(f) 2 4 1 + 1 (j)

('g) I

4-- 2 (k)

(h) 1 A+B+ C
1

(/)

26 k.)

A B, C

A < B or

A=LXW
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Now, let us return to the flow chart for the computation of wages.

R, T W R

Figure 9. Flow chart for computing wages.

, T, W

The steps involved in this flow chart, together with the flow chart boxes

.1.7hich call fOr these action's, are shown on the following page.

0

t,



STI.T ACTIPN CORRESPONDING FLOW CHART
BOXES

1 Start.

,

START

2 Go td,box 1.
,

3
Input twg numbers andassign
them to R and T.

1

1

R,Tr

4

.

Go to box 2.

1

5
Compute the value of R T

and assign, this value to W.

a

[ W (--- R T.

6 Go to box 3.t

7
Read the values of R, T, and

w and output these.values.
.

R,T,W

--,

8
Return to box,1 and repeat the
process with a new set of data

values.



You may have notiCed that the flow chart) in Figure 9, provides no

instruction to stop. Without such an instruction the flaw chart would .

suggest an "endless loop". We could introduce a decision box before boX 1

so that our flow.chart would look like this:

4- R T T, V

We will not oTdinarily do this. The reason is that one of the lobs of the

:input box is to stop the computingprocess when there are no more cards to

be read. Most computers require'a special card at the end of a data deck

which tells the computer to stoP. However, we will,agree that

If a fnw chart arrow carries us into an

input box an(1 it turns out'that there tqe

no cards leTt in, the stack, then the

computation is to stop.

To help you ;Aally understand assignment and variables we Urge you to

af:t outl'the operations of a simple computer that are -described in the follo4-

ing Claas'Activity Exercises.
#

Exercises 3-4b

. (Class Activity)

A :Ample Computer

The Parts: The Master Computer, The 'Assigner, and The Reader.

materials; Three window brjxec (sh;e boxes with holencut.in the side will, ,

do), blackboard, chalk, pencils and-two pads of paper.

To prepare for the operation of thecomputer:

(1) Mark the. top of one window box with the letter R,

another ,T, and a third, W.



(2) PUt the following input's on a deck of six cards and put

the output headings on the blackboard.

INPUT OUTPUT

T W

2.00 27

2,50

1.75 36

2.10 40

1. 40

Operating the computer:

(1) Eaell linc in the input liot represents a punehed enrd..

(;!) The Maoter Computer :Mould work thruugh the flow ehart or

Figure 9.

(-) :After starting, the Manter,Computor:Hpuld. real Lox #1 whieh

tells him to input values of R and T. nO fells the'

Assiwler, "Pick up the Pint, data eard and put the value or

R in the R box and the value or T in the T

(1) The %titer Computer then reads box He says to the

Realer, "Co read the valuer;

nnl bring them back to me."

or R rind T, write them down,

The Master Computer then computes the vajue ol R. T. He

then nays to the Annigner, "Take thin value ur P .rr and

put it\in the box."

(6) The Master Computer reads box #3 next. He nays to the

Reader, "Co to the R, T, and W boxes, wile down these

values, and bring.them back to me."

C() The Master Computer then tells the Assigner to write these

values on the board under the appropriate Output headings.

Repeat steps (3) through (8) until all data cards are uned.(8)

30



To more closely parallel-the operation of a cqmputer the Reiper and

the Assigner should really perform only one tadlc at a time. One can observe

that "reading the value of the variable" is nondestructive and that "assign

ment" is'iestructive.

Also as the "simple Computer" operates it is helpN1 to observe the

role of the variable in computing work. One can see that the variable

represents, at.any partieUlar time, one definite number, and that the value

of the variable may cthange from-time to time.

Exercises

The flow ehart of Figure 9 is to be carried out with four sets of

values'of R and T (four punch cards). The values on, these cards

are founi in the table below:

R T

First Card 2 27

Second card 2.15 39

Third card 1.87 41.7

Fourth card 1.945 li67.25

(a) Diapip.y the output using one card for each time through the

output box 3.

(b) Uame as part (a) but this time round off the wages to the nearest

' penny. (R it given in dollars per hour and T hours.)



P. The flow chart of Figur7,9 is shown in silhouette.

Using the data shown in problem 1, find the values of,the variables R,

T, and W at each of the following stages:

(a) the second time we arrive at the Point marked

(b) the third time ye arrive at ®

(n) 'the last tile ye arrive at ® ,

(P) the first time we arrive at

(e) the first time we arrive at 0
[Note: In some parts ofthis question you'will be unable to give the

values of some of the variables. When this happens indicate which

variables do not haVe their;values determined by the available informa-

tion.)

C.) ,

3. The volume, V, of a box is given by the formula

V P., L W H.

Draw a flow chart for,inputting various values of L, W0 and H,

computing the values of V, and outputting the computed values.-

32



3-5. Usth a Variable as a Counter

In the last section we built a flow chart for computing the wages of

employees. If We draw this flow chart vertically instead of horizontally it

looks like this:

If the input data are the following:

then the output values look like this:

2 27 54

2.15 39 83.85

1.87 41.75 '78.0725

1.945 37.2, 72,45125.

33
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We might 'wish to have our lines of output numbered for ea y refexenc'e so as

to appear as follows:

1 2 27 94

2 2.17 3/

1.'37 41.79 73.072

4 37-25 72.49127

In °Her to number the lines of output we put an extra variable, which we

will' call /IT,' in our output box.

N, B, T, W

We w/Wl like to makP the variable N take on thP values 1, : , 3, ...,

in oriel.. To Ti this numbering we plane in ouy flow nhart an alditional

aosignment box.

N N FT]

TO see what thin instruction means we romemLer that an asnignment

statement is a command to:

first, look up the values of.the variables on the right;.

second, lining these values compute the value or thy expreasion

on the right;

thIrd,.assign thin nomOuted value-to the variable on the lett.

.To 50.e how this works out with the instruction, N e-N 1, supp,)ve

that the value of N is

up the value of N,

before carrying out the instrUction. We look

Window box before

: 314
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which is 5; we compute N 1, which is ; we assign this value4to g.

Window box after

The effect of this instruction, then, is to increase the value of N by 1.

0 This is judt what we wanted. Oo we place thid box in our flow chart as

follows:

T

W R T

14

4-- m +

11, T, W

Vi,gure 10

7



Exerciaes 3-5a

(C1a88,Distutsion)

1. Trace the ir of data values

V

through the flow chart in Fagure 10.

2. What146 yoUr instruction vhen you come to the nev y aaded assignment

box N 4N +

3. In it possible to follow this instruttion7

J. What change in the flow chart must be made so that tht instruction

N 4-17 1] can be folloved?
^%

To solvt thin problem ve give the variable "N" an "in tial°

starting value. This must be done jiist once. Therefore, we puTnt instrue7

tiongn ad assignment box outside the loop, an ohovn in Figure Ila.

A
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C

0

4- 0
qv

A AC

2

R, T

R T R T

N + 1 N, R T, W

f

N, R, T, W
4

N + 1

llaFigure Figure llb

In Figure 11a, we assigned tlie, variable .N a starting value of 0

instead of 1. 'If tse begin with the value 1, it would be stepped,4 to

2 in box ,4 before any output. The fiyst line of Output would then be

numbered .2, a result which Of course we d6 not ant.

37



("1

It is possible to start N off with the value. 1 if we rearrange

the boxes. The fIbw chart in Figure llb achieves thensame result as that

in Figure ha.. In Figure'llb me step up the,Value of N.. aftervrather than

before, the output.Sta. This probably seems more natural. However,

Figure lla has the advantage that rie can simplify it inthe following

manner:

Figure 12

Whenever two or more assignments are called for in sUácession with no

other steps in between, we will allow all the assignment steps to be put

into one flow chart box with the understanding that these steps, are to be

carried out in :order reading from top to bottom. -

ob.
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Exercises 3-5b

(Class Discussion)

1. An'employer using the flow chart of Figure 12 would also like to know

the total-amount of_his payroll (that 1.s4--the-total of all-the:wages.

paid). This can be'accomplished by introducing a Variable P ,(for

payroll) into our flo4 chart. Each time a worker's wages are computed,

the value of p is increased by the 141.7).1e of W.

(a) Write the assigntent statement that ordersthe Master Computer to

increase the value of P loy the value of W.

(b) Write the assignment statement that assigns the staxting value

of P.

( e ) When will P have the desired value (that is, the sum of all the

wages paid)? A

Revise the fl!ow chart of Figure 12 to include the above features

and to proVide for the output of only the final value of P.

Hint: you will want to use the flow chart box:'

(there are pore ,cards

Exercies,3-5c

1. Using,the flow chart developed in Class Discussion Exercises 3-5b,

write the complete output 'COr ea:ch of the.following pairs of input

data:
0

(a) P.50 32

(b) 3.00 38

(c) 3.40 22

(4) 2.75 4o

N 3.60 39
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3-6. Decision and Branching

In our informal "flat tire" and,"lost in thewoode flow charts we have

seen decision.boxes: Each decision box with-its two exits introduces a

-branching, -Often one or both branches lead into-a.loop. ,We_44Ve alreadY_

noted the importance of looping for coMputers.
.,

We ate ready to constider mathematical flow charts involving decision

boxes. The statements'that appear inside these-deeision'bOxes are mathemati-

cal statements, either equations or inequalities. Some examples are:
_ ,

1%.

As a.simple example of the use of a decision box, suppose that we wish

to innjude an overtime feature in our payroll flow ehart. If an employee

receives double pay for all hours worked over fOrty, then we need the

following decision box in our, flow chart:

1 Proceed as 1

4
1 before 1

_ _
Th

4o A
't

1 Compute wages including,

1 overtime pay
1.



1

%.1 R 40 + 2 R (T

Before proceeding with the development of our flow chart we need to

find a formula for'the wages of an employee which will:include the pay he

receive's for working overtime. The following exercises will develop such

a formula star:ting wiih the familiar formula

W = 13 T

;where, W 'represents his wages, R his pay per hour, and T _the number of

hours worked.

Exercises',3-a

f (Class Discussion)

1. If the employee works 4o hours for R dollars an hour, then write

an expression that represent6 his wages for the 40 hours.

2. The emploYee is paid double the hourly rate when he works overtime.

Write an expression representing his rate of pay per hour for over-

time where R is his regular hourly rate.
P

3. If T represents the total number of hours worked, theh write an

expression which represents the number of hours of overtime (i.e.,

the number of hours he works in excess of 40 hburs).

4. Having found the rate of pay for overtime, (Elercise 2), and the

number of hourp of oVertime, (Ebcercise 3), write an expression

representing the wages for oiertime Work.

5. To the regular wages of the employee we must add his wages for overtime

work. Write an expression whioh represents the total wages of the

employee that includes the pay he receives for working overtime.

A

By using the assignment box

we obtain the following flow chirt which provides for extra pay for overtime,

for output of the weekly wages of any employee, and for the total amount in

the whole payroll.
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4- 0

P 4

1

(There are more cards )

R, T

3

T > 4o

o.

Ii 5

R T R 1+0 + 2 R (T - 4o

6

N + 1

P +

k,

, R, T, W

Figure 13. Flow chart for payroll, including double rate for overtime.

4'd
)



Notice that there are two output boxes in Figure 13, one for the wages

'
of the individual employee and one for the total payroll.""

Exercises. 3-6b

1. Traee through the flow chart of Figure 13 with the input given below.

Give the output for each time through the output box 7, and finally

the output for the total. payroll (P), box 8.

2

It T

First card 2.15 3'4

Second card. 2.64 44

Third card 1.98 27

Fourth card 2.15 40

Fifth card P.26 45

If two acnignment otatementc occur in the sane ascignment box, give

,onlif,ionn under whigh the two statements may be interchanged without

ghanging the valuer, which.will be ansigned to any variablen.



3. Trace through the following flow chart and give the output values.

In carrying aut such a trace you should have a piece of paper on which

to list the output values and a scratch pad on which you keep a

running record of the latest value assigned to each variable. Each

time you assign a new value to a variable, cross out the old value

and write down the new one. The appearance of the output sheet and

the scratch pad are given below for the first three times through the

loop.

SCRATCH PAD

It

% 7

/ X 0 16



4. Answer these questions about Exercise 3:

(a) Describe in words.the oUtput list of values of N.

(b) Do the same for the list of output values of T.

(c) Each value in the list of values of S (after the first one) can

be found by adding what other two numbers in the.output list?

(d) What instructiofi in the flow chart illustrates your answer to

part (c)?

(e) Can you .express the output values Of S entirely in terms Of

the various output values of T?

Fill in the blanks. The result of part (e) can be expressed by

saying that the purpose of the variable S is to keep a running

(r)

of the values of

5. Trace through the accompanying flow chart and give the output. Carry

your workto the stage where 1'1' has the value 15.

A 14-
B 4- 0

N 4- 1

S 4-- A+

N, S

N N + 1

A B

B

)15



Recall that 25 repres'ents 2 X2X2 X2 X2 and is equal to 32.

Similarly; 2K, K a countingjlumber, represents the product

2 X 2 X 2 X ... X 2

where there are K factors all equal to 2. This number is- called

the Kth power of 2. We want to make a flow chart to output each

power of two from the first through the 20th. We cannOt use an

instruction with a ttring of dots in it and we will not permit the

use of exponents. The table below 'will help in figuring out some
-

correct,instruetions. (P represents the value of the Kth power

of 2.)

K 1 2 3 4. 5

P 2 4. 8 16 32 64

(a) How is each value of K obtained from the preceding one?

(b) Row in each value of P obtained from the preceding one?

Fil in at least five more columns in the table.

(d) Now make your flow chart. Be sure to give K and

values and also provide for a stopping mechanism.

P%starting

This problem is similar to problem 6. The.number "five factorial"

in written '4, and means 1 XPX3X4 X5 which is equal to 120.

llimi!arly, if K is a eounting number, then KI it defined as

x2x3 x4x...

that is, the product of all counting numbert from 1 through K.

As in probl.em 6 we tabulate a few values here. (F represents the

value of KO'

1 2 3 4

,

6 24, 120

(a) How is each value of K obtained from the preceding value?

(b) Hew is eaeh.value of F obtained from the proceding value of

F and the current value of K?

46
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(c) Fill in two more columns in the table.

(d) Draw your floW chart. Arrange to stop when 15 values are

printed out.

Exercises 3-6c

(Class Discussion)

A teaoher Anoigned her students a problem of constructing a flow chart

a3

'Cl) The input concists of the lengths and widths of seve al

reetanglps.

( 1 Thf, purpose is to output a list or !,,,oncecutivrtly numbered

lines, starting at one, giving the length, the width, and

the area of only those rectangles with perimeter greater

than 12.

The charto olls,wn on the next two.pages were submitted by stulents as

ntlinu JC the proLlem.

Whioh the nolutions aro correct, and which are neorrect?

For thone tht0 Are

wrong?-

irr!orrot, in what way will theanswers'p -lueed

F,r whioll are ootre!t, list them in urle or efficiency with

IJO' 410 requiring the least Amount of compUtation first.

) 4



JOHN

N f- 0

L + > 12

<- L

L, W, A

N N + 1

PAUL c-
,

GEORGE

START

A L W

N f- N 1

L +

V

L, W, A

PE'rE



START

N 0

+ w > 6

A 4--*- L W

Li N + 1

L W -. A

TOM

<- 0

2 L + 2 W > 12

4- N +
A L W

L W A

N 4- 0

2 L + 2 W > 12

V

A <- L W

N 4- N + 1

N L

GORDY LARS

11 L Si, A



In the previous exercises yOu have seen that there are seveml correct

flow charts for the desired algorithm. Usually we want to find the most

efficint one from a computational viewpoint, but sometimes we 'want another

feature included which may not lead _to the least number of calculations.

The bast requirement for any flow chart is Yt111, "Will it work?" Simplify-

ing and, "utreamllning" the f l',Ae chart call be accomplished as needed.

4)-7.
Flw Charting thP Diviolon Algurithme-

A plaYground director found a neck marbIen while cleaning up the

Inatead, of throwing them away,- he JeciPed to divide them among

the oPvPn 1 1,3411
')r1 the playground who were helping him. If, atter dividing

ntat10/1 equally among the tuyii, there were any lett over, he would put

the extran away for thP time being.

iferP in the way thP diroctu'r distributed 'the marhlen. First he 11nei

'th liya up.

John

Paul

George

Ile to,

Torn

Gordy

Loro

Then 11P reached into the nark, and took t/ut cloven marblen and put one

marble in front t/C each boy. He repeated, thin procoso Over WO over..

Lot: lut take a look at thin proceno nomewhem in Ile. middle. We nee

that 4,11(' marld en AlotribOted Corm a rectangular array.

johri o
Paul 0

George 0

Pete 0

Tom 0

GOrdy 0

La rn 0

00 n oo
00000
0 0 6 0 0

0000 C..)

0' ri 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

'10 t



We know that the total number of marbles in the arraY is equal to'thenumber

of rows times the number of 6:$:/lumns (rows are horizontal; columns are verti-

cal). As there are seven boys there,are seven rows..., Let Q be a variable

representing the number of Columns. Then.the number of marbles distributed

so far is

7 Q.

We see that the number of marbles already distributed plus those remaining

in the sack is equal to the total number of marbles that the director found

in the storeroom. Thus, if we let R, be a variable representing the number

of marbles remaining in the sack and let M represent the number of marbles

he had at 'the beginning, we have the formula:

m 7 Q + .1i

Total number nUmber

number of distributed remaining

marbles in sack

This formula is true at every stage of the distribution process.

We can recognize the directorts process as'an algorithm and we, will
4

draw a flow chart for it. The basic step is taking Seven marbles oat of

the sack and using them to form a new column of the.array. In doing this we

decrease R (the number in the sack) by 7 and increase Q (the number

of columns) by 1. These activities are çepresented. by the assignment

statements:

R R - 7

Q 4Th + 1

Since this process is to,be repeated over and over we write:

R 4 R - 7

Q f=- Q + 1

51
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'The difficulty with such a loop is that no way is provided for stopping. .As

you remember, in order to escape from this endless loop a,decision box must

be introduced.

Q + 1

The statement to.be placed in the decision box will stem from the fact

that in distributing the marbles'there comes a time when we cannot remove

seven marbles from the sack becauSe there will not be seven marbles left.

In other words, in oraerNto remove'seven marbles it is necessary that the

remainder (of marbles) be greater than Or equal :bo seven, that is,

FL> 7.

If we placq this statement in the decision box we will provide a means

for stopping the process.

{Repeat process{1

52
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Combining thi's with theaboVe assignment box we have:

4
(R: >

R R - 7

Q Q + 1

That is the heart of our flow chart. Only minor details remaiii: namely, to

.
provide output and to give'starting values to our.variables.

-As output we merely give the values of Q and R, thus:-

We want to input the value of M:

Q,

We start and (Cbut with the values they should have before any marbles

have been distributed. Theae are given by:

R M

Q 4 0

53'
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Putting all our flow chart fragments together we get the coMplete flow

chart.

START

R M

Q 0

>

R4--R - 7

Q + 1

. Figure 14.

Q, R

STOP

The final value of Q, the value that is output, isrthe:number of

columns in our final array.of marbles--the number of marbles each boy gets.

The final value of R is the number of extra marbles kept bY thedirector

and in one of the numbers

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

The algorithm can be called the algorithm for integer division with 4 divisor

bf 7. We have divided M marbles into 7 piles of Q marbles each with

R marbles left over. This is the best distribution that dan be madevithout.

breaking any marbles.



Mcercises 3-7a

(Class DiSeussion)

1. The flow chart of Figure 14 is shown below.

Using an input value of 17, find the values of the varia'ples Q and

R at r!arti fir the following stages:,

(a) The

(b) The

(n) The

(d) The

(e) The

first time we arrive at the point Marked

seend time we arrive at

seeonl time we arrive at

third time we arrive at

first time we arrive at

75.



We see that there are four numbers involved in this, integer division

process.

. ,,,,,..
Dividend:

number of things
to Le divided.

7,,A,..
Divisor:

nuMber of
piles into
which the
dividend
lc to be
divided.

quotient:

number of
things n
each pile.

"^"-,-..
Remainder:

nurriber of

things re-
maining un-
distributed
(remainder ig
lass than
divisor).

'Or -ourse, the same kind of-reasoning would work ror any divisor. The

livit'o not have to be 7. To make.a flow ellart for integer division

for any iivisor, we we a variable, 11,, to denote-the divisor. We call for

loth the diviiond and the divisor to . be input, and we replace naeh 7 in thr

proreiing flow rhart iy I. Then we will have the flow chart:

R M

Q 0

Figure 15. Integer diviaion

5
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This time we have called for the output of the values of all the

variables M, D, and R in this order, so as to.suggest the formula

Q R.

Dividend Divisor Quotient Remainder

We can think of integer division as a function whose input is a pair

of numbers (the dividend and the divisor) and whose output is another pair

of numbers (the quotient and the remainder).

(2 ,3)

remainder

quotfent

The dividend and the divisor are a pair of whole numbers (with the

divisor not equal to 0). The quotient and the remainder form another pair

of whole numbersthe only pair of whole numbers Q. and R satisfying the

two conditions

(a) M = D Q + R,

(b) R < D.

During an application or the algorithM the first of these conditions holds

at every stage. We repeatedly dedrease the value of R by subtracting D

until the second condition is satisfied.

5'1



Exercises 3-7b

1. Tell what will happen in our algorithm for integer division if we

disobey instructionsand input the value 0 for D.

2. Trace through' the flow chart of Figure 15 with eilch of the following

pairs of input values. For'eaCh pair of input values make a table

showing the values of all four variables at each passage through

box 3 of the flow chart. The last line in the table will be the

output of the flow,chart. In each of thebe pairs the dividend is .

given first and the divisor second.

3-

(a) (23 ,7)

(D) (24 , 5)

(c) (5

(a) (0 , 23)

(e) (24 , 8)

(f) (73 , 6)

We give the solution to part (a) as anexadple:

M D Q R

1st 23 7 o 23

2nd' 23 7 1 16

1rd 23 7 2 9

4th 23 7 3 2

In each of the parts of the preceding problem you note that the values

of M and D never change. What is it about the flow chart which

explains this?

Given the fOlfowing pairs of values for M 'and perform the

necessary division and find the corresponding pairs of output values

for c/ and R.

(a) (17)7) (f) (17 ) 35) (k) (14 ,

(b) ( , 13) (g) (38 ,12) () (62 ,

(0) (Iv, 2) (h) (125 ,125) (m) (272 , 16)

(a) (54 , (i) (194, 64) (e) (3168 ,7)

(e) (53 )53) (j) (84 12) (0) (958, 236)

(a) What will be the output values of Q and R if M and D have

the same value?



(b) What will be the output values of Q and .R if the input Value

of P is 1?

(c) If you are ,given the output values of Q and R, are you able

to af*ermine what the Anput values of M ahd P were? Explain.

An-a;grithm is a list Of instructions for earrying out come

s in a ,!top-by-step, sequential 'manner.

A t2ow fhart is a atagram whiPh represents the steps in an

In a °!uw '!1:art, comartis fo lake sOme Action are enelosea in

+.o.angli'rt,"

In 4 'rHw,'hart, sfatements on which we are askea to make some

ieetsb,e axe 0no1 osel tn,-_:xmal frames, aria these boxes always have two

eziJo.

In a °. ,w chart, a 1 ;afp, is a eonvenient methoa of hanaling a .

pr,.ss, but there must. be some way out of the loop to

prevPnt it .rromie,6ming an /tallest,' proeess.

When prepttring lo solve a:problem with a 'ompu"r it is,usually

ne'essary fi 'os' ruct an aig,.,rithm far the problem. In preparing the

a:g,rlthm, Is nJt netessary to know exactly what the ctmpuier will

! A' ea-U s'ep, It is necessary to provige instructions which,

'',J!Thwei, leal to ihp Aorroot answer. In other worth, in

..nsiru-ting fliw ,q!art we try to provile far all or the alternative

Ifiaths that tompu'er might take even though we ao not know exactly

what paths ,ur pomputer will follow At any Alynn stage.

J-j.

In any 0 nputing problem, the correnponan to each variable

onel tn that problem a location in the computer's memory. By

assigning A numter to a variable we mean simply putting the number

-AV



destructively into the storage location corresponding to that variable.

In evaluating arithmetic expressions a variable is to be treated as-a

name,for the nuMber in the corresponding memory location. The number

in the corresponding memory location is referred to as the value-(or

ki

current value) of t variable. During the course of computkionmany

different values (lIerhaps even millions) maY be assigned to a given

variable. Thus it will not be meaningful tu speak of the value f a.

varialoe without specifying.the.time, or more precisely, the stage of

tho ,-Jm-puting process. But once the stage of the process is specified,

the value of the variable ic uniquely determined.

An assignment statement is always placed in a rectangular box

"Ike 'the fol lowing: II (-P T . We read this statement

llassign t I the value oC P T".

Thin l'Iow chart Lux in called an acti.ignment Lux.

Asnignment is destructive in that it destroys the former value

if the variable. Peading tbe value of the variable is nut destructive.

lloction

An, output- hox, in a flow ohart, contains a single va lable or a

list variables which is A eomnand to real the va1u uf thr

varialles anl print out hese values in, Ilv! orler listed.

An input 1 cx, in a row ohart, conlaiml a single variable or a

list variables and is a eommanl tJ assign the Valu of the variables,

iryllp given v)rder, to the appropriate place 'In the memory. Another

run,.ti.ln Jr 1110 input Lox is to .ctop the computer when all 'JC the data

114"/P 00n 111104.

;le -f

llomotimes wo wish to count the number of sets or data assigne,1 to

the memory Jr number the aoceptable outputs. We use a variable in 4n

assignment Lox like the following to accomplish this process.

You mus: be sure t assign the var. al)le an initial value ouch as
\

or N 4 P1 so that thc\c ounting can begin.

-1° t
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Section 3-6.

Branching is indicated in flow charts by a decision box that it;

oval'in shape. The decision box gives un the ability to choose a new

path depending on whether acertain condition is satisfied. One of

the functions of the decision box is that it enables us to get out of

an endless loop in a flow chart.

2ection 3-7.

In flow charting the division algorithm for integer division

we think of it as a function whose input is a pair of numbers (the

diVidend and the divisor) and whoseoutput is another lair of numbers

(the q:tient and the remainder).

When we input a value of 0 for D in our flow chart,(that is,

try to livide by zero) we get locked into an endless loop in which the

quotient increases indefinitely.



Chapter 4

ALPLICATIONII AND MATHEMATICAL MODEM
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One way in which mathematics is used in the solution of real world'

problems is indicated in the above story. In order to solve problems about

real life objects we, usually create a "Mathematical Model" in which the real

ife objects are represented as mathematical objects. It is the purpose of

this chapter to revieg ,and present some ways in which mathematical 'models

play a part in applying mathemati&al ideas to the real world.

Let us tegin with the uses made of the so-,called natural numt;ers:
V

.
These numbers are also calle'ti counting numl ern: You can easily

imagine .situations in which even quite primitive peop:en would have a nced

V:A. something Ake counting. It is also easy to imagine that once this live

In4 ma1lemalies hal teen talcen such things as "allitt,inu or ,ounting numbers

invente1 to lea-rite something almit what happens when, two sets of

hln,vo rirn ,9m1.1n0 I an i that s&me car'y mathematica' genius might discover,

oKrvIp' stn ,)!TmAtiv'n propnrty )41tirw nomlpro. Our

'',V1 In r I n, ro., I.ha'`. wIzat ytt have '1 inc r app"ying numl ors

an i gn mn',ry Id n.-t, vnry fIrfornnt, in i,anie spl riS 4nA mntl.N1 wialt is

y men'wl, I write at t&t h ,v 4'._) use mathema.:,10a m 4es tL, a VO prol erg;

In 4 '42Inn.;r, r an EinstnIn wh oonks mathematlea 1- ie 's C ,r rune!, IJnIng

f things in '',hn (Working mathnma.f. trt m I in" o r lr sN-h pr)b! OMB

y requiro.c m Jre mA1,ematia' knJA4), ;R0 'hark y 116,70 n w, lr o)u.rse.)

Wil , these hings In mini, p'ease inci 4er 'he !owing. exeroises.

lxsr'Isir

I ,h;,!1.1:1;1

-na '1k ! lring i'z'or 'Inns y arn givnn a ma! hema' 1 a' 10 .

ImagInn ant Ion 'rfl.o a rna' flgo rop''oonson I ly the

mrt,1ewo f",a m -to'.
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Give examples of situations in the world for which the mathaorttical

model produced in the ;orld of mathematics involves addition, or

lau!tAP1i0ation, the set of natural numbers, and one of the relations

>.

GiviOrt t iLri

In the !)-0a:

Is additiun where the numbers that represent things

1,h-:* I are natqra: number/3 but where actual counting would

*ar y r-:%:111,:e,

1,1vit Tin ,.xam nit4-0,1un'in the wtri,I fur whieh the mathematical

1,. w I I falr ,y natural numbers and subtraetiun.

r; w /A i"rPron.1 k[rl I ,i situattun fur whiell the matheaati,-*al,

name.

,0

an -,/rip " it ;I'.4.0,lon fur which the mathersatioal mudel

, /MI Iiv1ntn. Nj., try t think bf
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Cy,

In the first part of this section you found a situation dr probleM

which could be represente by a given mathematical model. In the following

exercises, you will be 'gi en a problem situation and asked to suggest a

mathematical.model which ould represent the situation.

Exercises 4-lb

(Class Discussion)

1. Suppose that_y re standing on a spot in a rood and could shoot any-

body in the room with your water pistol. Are there any room shapes

which would prevent you from doing this?

2. Suppose that you are/the manager of a baseball team. You need a new

shortstop. You.can trade for Willie Much or Mickey Little, both of '

whom appear to be equally good glove men. Th previous play Willie Much

has come to bat R25 times and has 53 hits. Mickey Little has dome ,

to bat 183-tiMes and has 43 hits.YOn the basis of this information

which wou1d0you choose?
'

3. A T.V. antenna Wire enters a room at one of the corhers formed by.two

walls and the ceiling. The owner ofthehouSe wanted the wire to run

down through a wall and under the floor to the opposite corner fdrmed

by two walls and,the floor. What is the shortest length of wire he 9

can use?,..,

11,7, Suppose that you go to a piclaic and are invited to join either of two
,

tables. At table A there are.--now Sitting 7 people with 5 quartg

of ice cream. At table B there are sitting 10 people with 7

quarts of ice cream. At which table will yOur share of ice cream

be greater?

The,previous exercis may have given you sOmeunaerstanding of. the
1 ,

reasons, why people are encourag d to learn a good deal of mathematics. It

.turns out that mathematics is n t only convenient, but 'very usefuiin dealihg

with real world eventa and prob ems. This is true even though mathematics

itself is made up of things thdt are not "real" at all, at least not in the

sense that molecules, cows, bac itia, rockets, bridges,,etc., ere "real".

The discOvery of a good Mathematical model for a giveh sitUation it an

interesting but challenging procesS.



4-2. 'Situations Leading to Geometric Models

In Chapter 1 you represented-mathematical ideas, Such as lines; rays,

-planes, and angles, willOdraVings-that were referred to usually as geometric

'figures. Such figues and their characteristics serve as a rich source of
4

mathematical models of real life situations.

In Chapter 2, you considered the prolAeMrof falling objects and

Galileold experiment. Now we'want to take a aook at the modeling process

involved in tnese chapters.

ment:

We made the following assumptions when talking about Galileo's experi-

We thought of the falling objects as points. (More accurately we

thought of the locations of the Objects as being.points.1

(2) We thought of the surface of the earth 'as a plane, and we thought

of the paths of the objects as being parallel line segments, both

pertendicular to the earth's surface.

( 3)

(

We neglected air resistance, that is, we said-the objects were

falling in a Vacuum, .(no air).

We assumed,.that the height- ;hat an object is dropped from has no

effect en how far it- travels in one second.

Finally we assumed that the distance traveled by a falling object

is given by the formula:

d = 16t2
e

where t is the time in seconds and (I. is the distance fn feet..

This is a rather strange pictare of the world! The earth is a plane

with no air above it and a falling Object is,squeezed down into a single

point.

In fart,every one of our assumptions is, wrong. We know that the earth

is"rughly spherical in shape and that falling Objects will fall toward the

center of the,earth and their paths will not be parallel.



).

Furthdrmore, the distance traveled by a falling body in one second is

not independent of the height of the starting point. Even if we neglect the

effect of air resistance, an object falling om a mile high will fall less

far In eisecond than an object dnopped near the earth's surface. The,amount

less would be about one part in 2000. . (The Cha e in the pull of gravity

due to the distance above the earth is responsibl 'for the difference

mentioned here.)

Air resistance is certainly not always negligible. It is because of

air resistance that a piece of paper fallt More slewly than a penny.

All of these remarks must have weakened ye-Ur confidence in our Model.

That was what they were suppose to do. Now we are going to rebuileyour

confidence.

:

Although the earth is a sphere, it it such a big sphere that a small .

portion of its surface is very nearly a plane. If two objects are dropped

so that they land no.more than 100 feet apart,'then their paths mist being

1
parallel by about of one degree, which is practically negligible.

3500

.

The effect of the height of the starting point only produces a

difference of one part in 2000 for objects dropped from a mile high. The

effect will be eVen more negligible if we consider only objects aropped from

within a few hundred feet of the earth's surface.

The effect of air reaistance is very complicated. Its effect depends

on the weight, shape; and speed of the falling body. For objects that are

nearly round, fairly heavy, and falling for no more than two or three seconds

(GO as not to build up too much speed), we can comfortably neglect air

resistance.

68 7
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So our moglel for the motion of falling bodies is not so bad after all.

In fact this model is used for very
)
accurat'e scientific calculations in-

volving problems where the distance above the earth is relatively short. In

such work,.however, the more precise fermula d = 16.1t2 is used instead

, 2
of d = lot .

Exercises 4-2

(Class Discussion)

The following exerciSes give some situations which lead to geometric

models. Try to describe thede models and, if possible, indicate what

assumptions about the real world you have made to get your model.
-

On a shelf in a market staiad two cans of beans. The first is twice as

taT1 as the second, but the second has a radius twice'that of the

first. if the second can costs twiceLas much as the first, whichis

the bdtter buy?

NapoloontS forces, marching into enemy territory, came upon a river

Whso width the: did not know. NapOleon demanded of his officers the

width f the r ver. A young officer immediately stood erect on the

Lank and pulled the visor of his cap down over his eyes untll his

1ine of vision was on the edge of the oPpasite shore. He then turned

and sightrld along the shore and noted the point wliere hip visor

rested. He then paced off this distance along the shore. Why web

this listanee that he paced off an approximation dT the wi4th of the

rivor?

In hook-Linding a large sheet is usually printed so that after-folding

ani cutting, the pages appear in properposition.

(a) :upp)se that a large rectangular sheet is .to be folded,

7,!ft-rig1it, and bottom-top, forming an 8-page section..

Determine, Lefore folding, the Proper numbering .of the

pages.

(L) How should the position of the print on each page be located so

that when folded itts not upside down?

HJw tany square inches of skin do you have?

6ei



4-3. How Do You Pack Your Marbles?

Recently a company marketed a salt with grains that were diamond

shaped crystals instead of just ordinary cubes. The claim, which appears

to be true, is that the grains, shaped like diamonds, do not "bounce" off

your food like ordinary salt does. However, it turns oUt that it takes.a

larger b.ox to pack the same weight of the diamond shaped salt compared to

the space needed for the same weight of ordinary salt. This means that
1

cooks using this salt must increase the amount used by about in order
3

to have the same amount of salt that they would have used if they had used

1 1
ordinary salt. (Have you ever tried to measure out of of a teaspoon

of salt?)

The situation described above introduces a problem which has some

interesting applications. In the design of insulating materials one is

interested in having air.space in the form of Small "pockets" of air which

are not large enough to permit circulation. One way to simplify such

problems is to create a mathematical model. That is, to consider the packing

of small spheres,..like marbles, between two layers of hard material. Some-

times the surface area of the spheres must be taken into account, as well

as th e. physical pv-,)pertios ofthe materials themselves. Similar problems

occur in the design and testing of plastics.

2uppse that you have a 'large number of perfectly spherical marbles

which you want to pack into a very :large, barrel. How should yoU pack the

marbles so that you' get in as many, as possible?

The n'Howing exercises Will develop an answer to this question and

illustrate sr,me-of the important p'rocedures involved in creating mathematical

models.

Exercises 4-3

(Class Discussion),

(.)ur Pirst simplifying assumption was contained in the statement that

we had a "very large,barrel". 5o now we are really just asking,

"How Jo y.)u pack the marbles s'o that you have the greatest number

marbleser cubic foot, in, for example, a box?" We still need to

do m'bre in order to bring the problem down to a level where there's

wime hope: of solving it. We need to make some additional simplifying

assumptions.
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(a) Figures in.three dimensional space are sometimes complidated to

think about. What figure, in the,plane, is related to a box?

What figure, in the plane, is related to the spherical marbles?

Ctate a problem similar to the "marble-barrel" problem using the

figures suggested in parp (a) and (b) above.

(L)

( 0 )

luppune we 1.10Q pennies as identical circular disks and son,how many ,

we can pci.e side by side,- without overlapping in a given plane

region.

(a) If you arrange the pennies in a square in the folllwing way, how

many IJ you think yju coui., 1 pack in the square?

Assume that thn d ametor.(the

1istance4 acrins) of ihp Iwnny

to the unit (p,' distance, ant

that the square in 8 units

Jn a side.

Thin meth,1 r'a y aTtr)unts 'to thinking of each circIe en

lnc,rftel in a nquare one unit on. a side, Ake thin,

ant then fitting squares t',gethcr si that theiT interiAos fill

;1111.1r' r"g141. (They actua'ty eover alout

rcgi t, cav!ng about uncovered.)

fr4- - - 4- - -
I

H)w many pennies toes each penny in the middle of the arrangement

touen?

(') 'Can you think of another way of fitting the pennies together so

that the "inner" pennies will touch more than four pennies? D7104

a picture illustrating your method. How many other pennies,do

thc "innPr" pennies touch?

(J) How many pennieS can you put into your 8 unit square with your

new "packing" method?
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ity.

Probably the following arrangement occurred to you as a good possibil-

It is hetpful tu think of each disk as being

insrited in a regular hexagon and the hexag:)ns

fl'tel 1gthPr as shuwnty the lotted tines

in +1,P r1g'Jr0 to the right. -Hexagons wi:t rit

t.,gether -uver ar4ane regi'Jn without over-'

ii-pping. In this arrangement some 9b..y%..

Jr p'anp regl',-)n is exiered by the disks,

whi(th is far better than our previous

arrangement.

(;an y)u think JV 'other arrangements 'if Ole pininitql whith might te

t40',tor than this? kttuadly the arrangement abive van hi sh)wn t o h, the

ten' thAtgh we wi:' n.31 try tu give a pro,f ,r this t'ai'A.

w 'f0) -tt: return to thi, pr,b'em ,r pa,p?Ing the mai:os in 'he barre%

y o ',Jive a g'ies atu,e 410.Lest way to pa-k them? Exiwriment with sumo

mart tef,re yAt go on and see ir YOU (tan make a guess as t the mist

.ffi-iett' pa-king.

i,r. tir you, I te to start by,putting a 'ayer 1 marl,I es

wi'h ,senters a'' In a parte para:le, to the 1tttum-7that is, a :ayer

,n 'h'
V t .)m 1,,x dr barrel or Whatever we are fi!'ing. FrOm the

# j, !.1'1,0y W1Y )0k :ikP a eJvPring tf a ptane with oire'es,

ant in the Aght Jur tisflussiin,alout ,Iire'es it seems that we shuuld

arrange .Alr sphPrPs in the same way, as shuwn bp:uw.



Niw it orTMZ p'aus,We that we should try to make a second lizer of marbles.

li yYJ. think it would be a go,yl idea to place this layer of marbles such

that eEv'll marl le is lirectly above one in the first layer? No, it appears

that we w a letter packing by trying to place the marbles of the

ItP ni ayor ,ver 'he "pockets" or "holes" in the first layer. Actually

there is n ti put a marble above each hole, but we Can place a layer

at ,ve lp'r r nay th...dne sha led in 'the figure above. Then a third

aypr oan p'a-et n the Seowid, covering half of the "holes" in the

of"' 411 ayer. F3:1-1 ic 1 )ne in tWo waYs, depending on which set olf

"h en" wA t-( 4'1" . The spheres of the third, layer may be exactly

al .;/, ps ir firtV, or may le above the unshaded "holes" in the first

Thiu tleemin fi to a reasonable guess about the bOkt possible packing.

oh jwn r thim method of packing the ratio of the volume

''o, mart . es :hat ,f the region ia (o.Titcn, so this packing

"e a, npaee 'with spheres. No one knows whether or not
s

'ea y !es' paoking qle best result known 'au Car vas obtained

iy a lit itbob mathemati-tan, .hankin, in f 944, who showed that there is no

pa ,k1ng In the spheres fil I more than ?7?.8% of the volume of space.

.
me !..11/r Ma'hema'ioa: Models You Have Known

In o onapters you developed several very useful ideas

oreate g,) -I mathematical models of real life situations.

1 .;s :nes are the ideas about points; 1 ihes, planes, tables, graphs,

.nn, ant r ow eharto. These ideas, al :)ng with your back-

gr 41: In art' ' I- an I measurement, make up a powerful set of tJoln that

,b; ' /,'W,IPA'" many signifleant, problem situations. As you

y ,lr mathematics courses you wil L continually expand and
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refine these and other important ideas. This should enable you to think

about an even greater variety of practical situations.

The following exercises illustrate the use of some of the mathematical

ideas youhave developed, in the/constrUction of appropriate models for some

different situations.
vort,

Exercises 4-4

(Class Discussion)

1. 0ne if the intoresting problems facing those who design. computers is

hw to design a computer that:will translate a foreign language intb .

English. Let's "tackle" a simpler problem. Suppose you are asked to.

finl a stelo-by-step procedure (an algorithm) whieh will translate

4vJman numerals intu ordinary Arabic 'numerals, (say numerals vtose

vanues aro loss -than'or equal to 1000), can you write such an

a7g-irithm? The following table shows letters used by the Romans to

write their numerals.
(,)

Arabic numeral 10 50 100 500 1000

1! )man numeral I V r, C D - m

Tho values of the P.Dman symbols are added when a symbol represent-

ing a largor quantity is placed to tlt left in the numeral.

MDCLXV1 = 1000 4- r./.) 4. 100

!Ial !,(,) 10 .4- ) =

'xi 4. 10 4. = 1666.

Whon a syinb1 representing a smaller Value is written to the

:prt, if a symbol representing a larger value, the smaller value is

suH.iated from the larger.

IX = 10 1 = 9.

XC = 100 - 10 = 90.

The Pjmans had restrictions on satracting.

(:) V, L, and I (symbols representing numbers that

start with: 5) are never subtracted,'



(2) A number may be subtracted only in the following cases:

I can be Subtracted from V and X only.

X can be subtracted from L and C only.

C can be subtracted from D and M only.

Addition and subtra.ction can:both be used to wrkte a number.

First, any number whose symbol is placed to show subtractiOn is sub-

tracted from the number to its right; second, the values found by

sultraction are added to a:1 other numbers in the numeral. Notice

that the tab:e defines a function f : Roman numeral -) Arabic ,numeral.

(a) ;l:art at the left side .of the Romali numeral and by propeeiing

frT. left-tJ-right, write .out a basic algorithm for the transla-

tim process.

cl,notruet a ftow chart for your.algorithm and see 'if it will

translate MCI= into ordinary numerals.

you think that Something like your al.r1f,hm wuti, work for

tra=lating a foreign language into English?

What a're riJme Al the simp.ifying assumptions.yJu might bave tto

make in Jrder 4,J ereate such a model of a "traslation system"?

Alm,st fretry-,ne is aware that any kind if work (even thinking), causes

fatigue. YJu also kn,w that when you get tired, Till can rept awhile,,

:tett ,w,r, then AY on. ,!uppse we want to investigate the effects JP

tAtip.tie nni finl A14, hlw rapid.y a person re,vorc from physical

exerti,n. ,:uch,stuties are obviously important for 1iil,gists,

phynif7a: therapist.s, physicians, astronauts, anti the like. :To see

bow stotles might be cinducted, !et 1.18 pert)rm a simple

experiment ani 0,m0,r1cf a mathematical model of the situatiwl.

An ExTeriment: WHrk in team of three, c nsisting of a sulject, a

timer anl re,'jrder, and A counter.

The inly equipment you wi.1 need is a watch with a second hand,

clime paper, and a peneil.



The first person will be the subject.

(1) He will use one hand in the experiment, the left hand.

(.!) Sitting in a comfortable position, his arm straight in front

of him resting on the desk top, fingers together, palm up,

he should open ant close his hand as fast as he can. He

should be quite sure each time that his fingers touch the

desk when the hand is open, and his fingertips V.Juch the palm

when -closed.

(1,

nOrlDrvi person will be the timer and recorder.

(:-). He wi: Watch the second hand, start the subject, anl ea

time at the end of seeJnds.

He vi 1 a"s.D rectIr .1 the Vital number niunted by the
uft.iunter" at 'the en! eaeh 'seetnd period.

The "r;ol loof n (1, iwe I . rent r tj seeonds,

then start lye exereise for anotiler ti'-i-nettall period.

As iHtire, the e""iunt su"fil ic rert.,riel at the end of eaeh

(

ml pent yi.

(JO Me timer sh_AiA alni see that the sui,ject's fingers

straighten elmplete y, tt,uch the tai," op, and then c
unti."the tips 1,..)uch the pa'm..

is the e oun

4.1/0,or wi.; 1 wat0h y ouit the numt,or

t he tat ttimec 'he s ubjeot's "ingers i.
:'. imp,4rt ant that he ei"..at iut, ii that

'he ' imer-r("' ,Her 'fIrt hear an,1 r ! he ,uct al the ond..

peri rt.

T g:," he number jt t4Irles 'he fingprs were penel fir each

-se- ht tile periid after the firs' port d the ree_trier

shiu I sut tract" the first tita! Xl-;fri the apv,,nd

'tita C Junt, the ni;cond tit a eiunt frm the third, etc.



The following is a table of sample data. Make-a table like this

for each member of your team and rotate jobs until everyone has had a

chance to be a tubject.

Muscle Fatigue

Name Jr :",u1-Aject

Time
PeriA

.....

Time
in -

e.tnl

Total
C Aunt for

Left Hani

Count per
Time Period
for Left Hand

Difference between the
count in one period and
the count in the next
time period

----1
38 __

72 38 = 34 38

- 4 o4, i (1)4 - 72 . 32 34 - 32 . 2

_

{

i,.F:T

- _

132 08 - 5 . 3

: A -(9 ...
_

,-

,

PMT HE,CT
.

,

- -
.---

-th 1,0 ',0 26 = 24 26 - 24 = 2

,0 , 24, -22 = 2

.
°

11 - 92 19 20 - 19 = I

129 - 111 = 18 19 - 18 = 1

-7 raw a graph 3f' your lscta where the input is the number of

Imo pori 1 nnJ the ',Autput is the "Count per Time Period".

on jt4r graph in liat(! that yw got tired? Did you "recover"

fa y in the _;0-socond rest period?-

: raw a graph if ylur data where the input is the number of the

4 trne pert A and the output is the difference Vetween the cOunts

In 4i",J oledessive periods.
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(d) Can yoU uSe your mathematical model to predict what. the "count"

would have been in the 7th time period if you had not rested?

If so, explain how you could do this.

(07'Can you use your mathematical model to predict what the count

would have.been in the 13th period if you Thad continued the

experiment? If so, explain how you could do this.

:lummary

A mathematical Model tries to cate some of %he actual characteris-

tics i a real life situation. If-these charact6risties.are properly

representel in the model, then we can use themodel to predict what might

happen in lifferent situations. To be successful a model should:

(1) entain as many of the main characteristics of the real life

situation as. possible;

(;) the characteristics of the real life situation that are included

ih themodel should behave in the model like they 40 in-the real

cituatif>n; and

(3) the model should be'Simple enough so that the matheMatieal

problems that are suggested by the model can b'e solved.

It should be c:ear that a mathematical model i8 tever a petfeet

representation of a real life situation. Usually many "simplifying

assumptions" have been made before the mathematical model is finally

r;)notrlictea. The answers found by solving the mathematical problems arc

mAt the answers to the real problem situation, ,but just predictions oL

what 'will be seen when the real situation is observed.


